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WebSource 
For the Classroom 

Gateway – Segment 4 
Discussion Questions 
1. In the video, Victor says, “Once you start doing one drug, you start hanging out with people who do other
drugs.” What influence do peers have in getting each other into drugs? What influence do peers have in
preventing each other from experimenting with drugs?
2. In what ways do people become physically addicted to drugs? In what ways do people become
psychologically addicted to drugs?
3. In the video, why does Dennis Acha (the project director for Smokeless Saturday School) say, “There is
no difference between smoking cigarettes and smoking crack”? Do you agree or disagree? Why?

Activity 
Are You the AntiDrug?  
Part II – AntiDrug Tableaus 
PROJECT AND PURPOSE 
This lesson integrates drama and drug education. Students will analyze the messages of anti-drug 
campaigns in print advertisements and create original anti-drug dramatic tableaus – representations of a 
scene by a group posing (usually in costume). 

OBJECTIVES 
Students will... 
• Analyze print advertisements from “Anti-Drug” campaigns
• Develop an anti-drug tableau using a new message.
• Select and execute an alternative way to present the tableau – photograph, artwork, written, music, poetry,
etc.

PROCEDURE 
You will need to prepare beforehand by copying several anti-drug campaign advertisements from 
magazines or download them from websites. Have enough copies for class use. 

1. Review the definition of tableau from the previous lesson. Have students discuss the
tableaus they found in the magazine advertisements they brought to class.
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2. Explain this portion of the lesson: Today we will explore the “anti-drug” campaign and the print 
advertisements that promote family and friend involvement in helping young people avoid drugs. The ads 
also promote kids selecting activities to help them stay away from drugs.

3. For the second part of this lesson, students will need to form groups no larger than three to create a 
tableau.

4. Have each group determine their anti-drug and create a tableau that would express it. Students may use 
props, costumes, other people, etc. Tell students not to create the entire scene that accompanies the 
tableau, just the frozen picture.

5. Each group must design text for its message. Ask students: What do you want your anti-drug message to 
say? In a brief phrase (three words or less), what is the anti-drug? Write your message on a piece of paper.

6. Take a photo or have students draw their tableau. Have each group use the image with their written 
message to create an ad. Mount the student-created advertisements around the classroom.


